
Reference Processing
Introduction
Publishers report that reference corrections represent a high percentage of authors’ changes, and that composition 
vendors can spend up to 16% of their time correcting references. Despite this, reference errors can be found in 
nearly half of publishers’ manuscripts. Reference Processing is therefore an expensive “choke point” in the flow of 
manuscripts from submission to publication. 

Solving the Problem
One way to attempt to solve this problem is to require authors to use specific manuscript templates and expensive 
bibliographic management software or complex plug-ins. However, most authors want to focus on the quality of 
manuscript content, not on bibliographic formatting.

Imagine a solution that automatically transforms the author’s submitted bibliography into an XML-structured, 
linked, and journal-defined format. Imagine no more! This solution is available today in Editorial Manager®, the 
market-leading manuscript submission and peer review system. No author pre-formatting of the bibliography is 
required.

So How Does It Work? 
When the author uploads a Word file into Editorial Manager, the integrated eXtyles® reference processing tools 
automatically extract the author’s unformatted bibliography and uses heuristics to analyze, “peel apart,” and 
restructure the references. Citation elements (such as article type, author, volume, issue, etc.) are tagged in XML and 
are used to construct search queries to external databases such as PubMed® and CrossRef® to validate the citations. 
Even if the author has used non-standard journal abbreviations or has omitted data, in most cases a successful 
match will be made. 

Before Reference Processing:
Original references include inconsistent order of elements, inconsistent casing of article types and missing data. 

After Reference Processing: 
References are edited to house style and linked: missing data are flagged. 
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In Editorial Manager, reference processing takes place in the background while the author completes submission of 
their original or revised manuscript. This means the author receives prompt and convenient feedback concerning 
the quality of their bibliography. 

One Step Further - Auto Correction 
In some cases, authors’ references omit required data such as co-author names or issue numbers. References can 
also contain errors such as misspelled author names or incorrect article titles. Editorial Manager can be configured 
to automatically correct references with appropriate information drawn from PubMed and CrossRef. The data is 
inserted into the references in the Word file according to the publication’s style requirements. Using this option 
saves time, enhances reference accuracy, and enables easy compliance with changing bibliographic standards. 

After Reference Correction: 
Missing author names, volume numbers, and issue numbers are inserted according to house style; inconsistent 
casing and incorrect word usage in article titles is corrected.  

Reviewers and Editors Benefit Too
While automatic reference processing offers many advantages for authors, it also greatly enhances the experience 
of reviewers and editors. Because the bibliography is automatically linked, the accuracy and quality of the 
bibliography provides editors with an important way to assess overall manuscript quality. In addition, reviewers 
and editors can “drill down” using PubMed and CrossRef links to easily access full text of the cited material. 

Don’t Put the Burden on the Author
Most journals require author compliance with their preferred bibliographic reference style. This is burdensome 
and inconvenient for authors because most journals stipulate unique styles. With Editorial Manager, the author’s 
submitted bibliography can be automatically converted to the journal’s style. Let the system do the work!

XML - Lower Production Cost
Editorial Manager generates a clean XML version of the author’s bibliography with a high level of accuracy. This 
means that the XML file can be transmitted to vendors, thereby reducing the time and cost of final manuscript 
preparation following acceptance.

Aries Systems 
Aries Systems transforms the way scholarly publishers bring high-value content to the world. The company’s 
innovative and forward-looking workflow solutions manage the complexities of modern print and electronic 
publishing - from submission to editorial management and peer review, to production tracking and publishing 
channel distribution. Currently, Editorial Manager is actively deployed with 6,100+ journals and millions of 
registered users.


